Automatic mesh generation and adaptive refinement methods for complex three-dimensional domains have proven to be very successful tools for the efficient solution of complex applications problems. These methods can, however, produce poorly shaped elements that cause the numerical solution to be less accurate and more difficult to compute. Fortunately, the shape of the elements can be improved through several mechanisms, including face-swapping techniques that change local connectivity and optimizationbased mesh smoothing methods that adjust grid point location. We consider several criteria for each of these two methods and compare the quality of several meshes obtained by using different combinations of swapping and smoothing. Computational experiments show that swapping is critical to the improvement of general mesh quality and that optimization-based smoothing is highly effective in eliminating very small and very large angles. The highest quality meshes are obtained by using a combination of swapping and smoothing techniques.
Introduction
The use of finite element and unstructured finite volume solution methods is increasingly common for application problems in science and engineering. Regardless of the particular solution technique employed, the computational domain must be decomposed into simple geometric elements. This decomposition can be accomplished by using available automatic mesh generation tools. Unfortunately, meshes generated in this way can contain poorly shaped or distorted elements, which cause numerical dificulties during the solution process. For example, we know that as element dihedral angles become too large, the discretization error in the finite element solution increases [2] ; and as angles become too small, the condition number of the element matrix increases [9] . Thus, for meshes with highly distorted elements, the solution is both less accurate and more difficult to compute. This problem is more severe in three dimensions than in two dimensions, because tetrahedra can be distorted to poor quality in more ways than triangles can. Compared with triangular meshes, tetrabedral meshes tend to have a larger proportion of poor quality elements and to have elements that are more severely distorted.
The algorithms for unstructured mesh improvement fall into three basic categories:
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these smoothers are often effective, they operate heuristically with no effort to locate points specifically to improve some quality measure. In this article, we present an optimization-based smoothing algorithm for tetrahedral meshes. This algorithm is an extension of a highly effective and efficient twc>-dimensional smoothing algorithm [8] .
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly summarize face-swapping techniques. In Section 3, we describe a mesh smoothing algorithm using local optimization. We then present the results of numerical experiments on several test meshes. Mesh quality improvement by face swapping, vertex smoothing, and combinations of swapping and smoothing is presented. Finally, in Section 5 , we offer concluding remarks and directions for future research.
2.

Face Swapping
Face swapping changes the local connectivity of a simplicial mesh to improve mesh quality. Each interior face in a tetrahedral mesh separates two tetrahedra made up of a total of five points. A large number of nonoverlapping tetrahedral configurations are possible with these five points, but only two can be legally reconnected, or swapped. These two cases are shown in Figure 1 . On the left is a case in which either two or three tetrahedra can be used to fill the convex hull of a set of five points. Switching from two to three tetrahedra requires the addition of an edge interior to the convex hull. On the right of the figure is a configuration in which two tetrahedra can be exchanged for two different ones. The shaded faces in the figure are coplanar, and swapping exchanges the diagonal of the coplanar quadrilateral. The two coplanar faces must either be boundary faces or be backed by another pair of tetrahedra that can be swapped two for two. Otherwise, the new edge created by the two for two swap will not be conformal.
Figure 1: Swappable configurations of five points in three dimensions
Because each reconfigurable case has only two valid configurations, a quick comparison to find the one with the higher quality is possible. If the higher-quality configuration is not already present, reconnection is performed to obtain it. In the case of configurations of equal quality, we select the two-tet configuration when choosing between two and three tet configurations, and we choose not to swap in the two-for-two reconfiguration case.
We use two geometric quallty measures to determine whether to locally reconnect a tetrahedral mesh: the minmax dihedral angle criterion and the in-sphere criterion. The minmax dihedral angle criterion chooses the configuration that minimizes the maximum dihedral angle of the tetrahedra formed by the five points in the two tets incident on a face. The in-sphere criterion selects the configuration in which no tetrahedron formed by four of the five points contains the other point in its circumsphere. This leads to a locally Delaunay tetrahedralization in the sense that there is no face in the mesh with incident cells violating the in-sphere criterion that are reconfigurable. For either criterion, however, the optimum reached by this faceswapping algorithm will probably be local rather than global. Recent work by Joe [ll] describes a more advanced technique for improving mesh quality by local transformations. This approach notwithstanding, however, it is not known whether the global optimum can be reached by any series of local transformations.
An Optimization Approach to Mesh Smoothing
Perhaps the most commonly used mesh-smoothing technique is a local algorithm called Laplacian smoothing [7}, [l3]. This technique adjusts the location of each grid point to the arithmetic mean of its incident vertices so that where V is the set of incident vertices and z, y, and z are the spatial coordinates of each vertex. This method is computationally inexpensive, but it does not provide any mechanisms that guarantee improvement in element quality. In fact, it is possible to produce an invalid mesh containing elements that are inverted or have negative volume.
Freitag et. al. proposed a low-cost, optimization-based alternative to Laplacian smoothing that guarantees valid elements in the final mesh [SI. Several results were given that demonstrated the effectiveness of this method compared with Laplacian smoothing for two-dimensional, triangular meshes. Like Laplacian smoothing, the optimization algorithm is local and uses the union of elements that are adjacent to the free vertex as the solution space. Thus, it can be used as the core of an efficient parallel algorithm. They presented a P-RAM computational model for parallel implementation based on coloring heuristics. This model resulted in correct parallel execution and a low run-time bound, and experimental data showed very good scalable performance on 1 to 64 processors on the IBM SP supercomputer.
In this section we extend this algorithm to three-dimensional tetrahedral meshes and note that the algorithm is useful for hexahedral meshes as well. A parallel algorithm analogous to the two-dimensional algorithm has been developed for the three-dimensional case, but we do not focus on that aspect of our work here. In this article we describe the formulation of the optimization method and give some useful measures of mesh quality for tetrahedral meshes. The same formulation applies for hexahedral meshes, but different mesh quality measures must be used. As in the two-dimensional case, we formulate the problem using analytic expressions for local mesh quality written in terms of free vertex position. Typical measures for three-dimensional tetrahedral meshes that have an analytic expression include measures of the dihedral angles, measures of the solid angles, and element aspect ratios. Any combination of these can be used within the framework of the optimization method presented here. Our algorithm seeks to maximize the minimum value of the mesh quality measure; minimizing the maximum value of the quality measure can be done by negating the function value. We require that function and gradient evaluations dependent on free vertex position be provided by the user.
The optimization algorithm for each local subproblem is similar to a minimax technique used to solve circuit design problems [5] . We briefly review the formulation of the problem here and refer interested readers to a more complete description in our previous paper [SI. To facilitate the discussion of problem formulation, we first introduce some useful notation:
x: the position of the free vertex fi(x): an analytic function for a mesh quality measure that in general is nonlinear. For example, if we consider maximizing the minimum dihedral angle of the mesh, each tetrahedron will have six function values for each location of the point x. Let the entire set of function values, f i , be S.
gi(x): the analytic gradient of the mesh quality measure corresponding to fi(X)
A: the set of functions that achieve a minimum at point x (the active set)
x*, A*: the optimal solution and the active set at x* As the location of x changes in the solution space, the minimum function value in the corresponding submesh is given by the composite function
We illustrate the character of this function by showing a one-dimensional slice through a typical function function values can obtain the minimum value. Hence, the composite function 4(x) has discontinuous partial derivatives where two or more of the functions fj obtain the minimum value; that is. where the active set A changes.
X
Figure 2: A one dimensional slice through the nonsmooth function $(z)
We solve the nonsmooth optimization problem (2) using an analogue of the steepest descent method for smooth functions. The search direction g at each step is computed by solving the quadratic programming problem
for the pi. This gives the direction of steepest descent from all possible convex linear combinations of the gradients in the active set at x. The line search subproblem along g is solved by finding the linear approximation of each f,(x) given by the first-order Taylor series approximation. Since this information is available for each fit we can predict the points at which the active set A will change. These points are given by the intersection of each linear approximation with the projection the current active function in the search direction. The distance to the nearest intersection point from the current location gives the initial step length, a. The initial step is accepted if the actual improvement exceeds 90 percent of the estimated improvement or the subsequent step results in a smaller function improvement. Otherwise a is halved recursively until a step is accepted or Q falls below some minimum step length tolerance.
The optimization process is terminated if one of the following conditions apply: (1) the step size falls below the minimum step length with no improvement obtained; (2) the maximum number of iterations is exceeded; (3) the achieved improvement of any given step is less than some user-defined tolerance; or (4) the Kuhn-Tucker conditions of nonlinear programming c Xi&(X*) = 0 i€A* are satisfied indicating that we have found a local maximum X* [5] .
Computational Experiments
This paper presents results for five test cases: two randomly generated meshes and three meshes generated for application problems. For each test mesh, a standard starting mesh was generated, and all comparison cases began with that same mesh. The random meshes were each generated in a cube with points incrementally inserted at random in the interior. Each point was connected to the vertices of the tetrahedron containing it, with points near an existing face or edge in the tetrahedralization projected onto that face or edge. No swapping or smoothing was done as these initial meshes were generated, and mesh quality was correspondingly poor at the outset. The first case, randl. has 1086 points approximately equally distributed through the domain and 5104 tetrahedra. The second random mesh, rand2 has 5086 points clustered at the center of the cube by selecting random numbers from a Gaussian deviate and 25704 tetrahedra.
The third and fourth test meshes were generated in the interior of a tangentially-fired (t-fired) industrial boiler and a tire incinerator, respectively. Interior points were inserted at the circumcenter of cells that were larger than appropriate, based on an automatically computed local length scale, or that had a large dihedral angle and had a volume larger than a user-defined tolerance. After the insertion of each point, nearby faces were swapped by using the in-sphere criterion to improve local mesh connectivity. After all points were inserted, all faces were swapped by using the minmax dihedral angle criterion. The t-fired mesh has 7265 vertices and 37785 tetrahedra, and the tire incinerator has 2570 vertices and 11098 tetrahedra. Because these meshes were generated more sensibly than the random meshes, its initial quality is much better than in the random cases.
The final test case is a mesh generated around the ONERA M6 wing attached to a flat wall. This is a standard geometry for testing three-dimensional compressible flow solution algorithms. This particular mesh is somewhat coarse, having 6,000 vertices and 31,978 tetrahedra. Hence, the initial mesh quality is somewhat poor, especially near the junction of the wing and the wall.
For each test case, we present results for mesh quality using dihedral angles as a quality measure. The maximum and minimum dihedral angles over the entire mesh are given as an indication of how poor the worst elements are. To give quantitative information about the number of poor tetrahedra, we also give the percentage of dihedral angles falling below 6, 12, and 18 degrees and above 162, 168, and 174 degrees.
. 1 Improvement Using Mesh Swapping Techniques Only
The first experiment compares the effectiveness of several swapping strategies in improving mesh quality for the random meshes. Tables 1 and 2 show mesh quality results for the initial random meshes and the same meshes following face swapping. The results of employing four face-swapping strategies are shown: the in-sphere and minmax dihedral criteria separately, in-sphere followed by minmax, and minmax followed by in-sphere. For each mesh, swapping using the in-sphere criterion followed by the minmax dihedral criterion results in meshes with far fewer dihedraI angles near the unwanted extremes of 0 and 180 degrees. However, in each case, the in-sphere criterion, whether used alone or in conjunction with the minmax angle criterion, introduces some tetrahedra with extremely poor angles into the mesh. Consequently, use of the minmax angle criterion alone gives the best extrema1 angles. 
Maximize the minimum sine of the dihedral angles (maxmin sine)
We expect nearly identical results, though not necessarily identical convergence behavior, from two pairs of these measures:
maxmin angle x minmax cosine minmax angle a maxmin cosine. Tables 3 and 4 show the results of smoothing the random meshes using Laplacian smoothing, smart Laplacian smoothing for two of the five criteria given, and optimization-based smoothing for each of the five criteria. Results for the other smart Laplacian approaches are not shown because they are identical to one of the two smart Laplacian results presented.
The improvement in mesh quality is not as pronounced for smoothing as for swapping because the connectivity is too irregular to allow a truly high-quality mesh. Nevertheless, all the optimization-based smoothing criteria improve mesh quality significantly, especially in the sense of reducing the number of elements with extremely poor dihedral angles. The Laplacian smoother does a poor job of eliminating very bad angles. The smart Laplacian smoothers perform better in this respect, but still are significantly worse than the optimization-based smoothers. Optimization criteria that seek only to force all dihedral angles away from 180 degrees (minmax angle and maxmin cosine) are unsuccessful in eliminating small dihedral angles, while criteria that force dihedral angles away from 0 degrees fmaxmin angle and minmax cosine) succeed in also eliminating large dihedral angles. This difference can be important in practice as both large and small angles can affect the quality of the final application solution. Note also that the pairs of smoothing criteria expected to perform comparably behave similarly, with one exception. The minmax cosine criterion does not improve the extrema1 angles as much as its analog, the maxmin angle criterion. The flatness of the cosine near 0 and 180 degrees prevents rapid quality improvement when moving points in such tetrahedra, and the optimization code concludes that improvement is too slow to be fruitful. Finally, the maxmin sine criterion, which should force dihedral angles away from both 0 and 180 degrees, is very successful in removing dihedral angles at both extremes. Next we show that the gains in mesh quality from swapping and smoothing can be made cumulatively. Each swapping technique results in a different distribution of tetrahedron shapes. The minmax dihedral angle swapping results in a mesh a good distribution of angles near Oo and 180" but does not improve the roundness of the tetrahedra. In contrast, the in-sphere swapping technique followed by the minmax dihedral angle swapping results in angles very close to 0" and 180" but with an improved overall shape distribution.
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Max
To determine which of these two swapping criterion is best to use in a combined approach, we compare the results of swapping followed by six passes of optimization-based smoothing using both the the maxmin angle and maxmin sine criteria for the first random mesh. Table 5 shows that both smoothing criteria effectively eliminate the very poor tetrahedra in the in-sphere-minmax swapping case, but are not able to improve the distribution of distorted elements if minmax swapping is used alone. Tables 6 and 7 show the results for the two random meshes of using the best swapping combination-insphere swapping, then minmax dihedral angle swapping-followed by each of the eight smoothing options discussed in the preceding section. The distribution of dihedral angles for each random mesh improves significantly regardless of the choice of smoothing criterion. As was the case with smoothing used alone, all Laplacian smoothers fail to eliminate poorly shaped elements from the mesh. Again we see that the criteria for optimization-based smoothing that seek only to remove large angles from the mesh do not succeed in eliminating small angles; however the criteria that eliminate small angles also succeed in eliminating large angles. Maximizing the minimum sine of the dihedral angles is the most successful smoothing criterion for eliminating poor dihedral angles at both extremes. 0.32 1.50 0.18 0.051 0.0085 0.0096 0.19 1.11 0.15 0.039 0.0011 0.0017 0.12 0.94 0.12 0.029 0.0017 0.00 0.087 0.83 0.10 0.024 0.0011 0.00 0.061 0.78 0.090 0.020 0.0011 various numbers of smoothing passes with the maxmin sine criterion on rand1 and with the maxmin angle criterion on rand2. In both cases swapping was used before smoothing. In each case, mesh quality improves only negligibly after the fourth smoothing pass. We conclude this section with a word about computational efficiency of the optimization-based smoothing approach. Table 10 compares timings for mesh improvement using swapping, smoothing and a combination for rand2 on a 110 MHz SPARC 5. The difference in timings for smoothing with and without swapping is due to differences in the number of optimization steps required for the different meshes. The time spent swapping is small compared with smart Laplacian or optimization-based smoothing and is therefore certainly a good investment. For these examples, optimization-based smoothing takes 7 times longer than smart Laplacian smoothing and 38 times longer than simple Laplacian smoothing. Further work is needed to quantify the gains, if any, in solution speed and accuracy.
Improvement Using the Combined Swapping/Smoothing Approach
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Improvement of Application Meshes
Because the application meshes have already been improved by swapping, results are presented only for smoothing. Table 11 shows the effect of smoothing on the dihedral angle distribution for the t-fired mesh using each smoothing criterion. As with the random meshes, Laplacian smoothing does little to remove extremely poor dihedral angles. The use of measures that concentrate on decreasing the maximum dihedral angles (minmax angle and maxmin cosine) has the effect of allowing relatively large numbers of small dihedral angles, although the improvement of elements with large dihedral angles is quite striking. The minmaxcosine criterion again fails to improve extremal angles as much as its cousin, maxmin angle. The difference between maxmin angle and maxmin sine is fairly small, with maxmin angle giving better extremal angles and maxmin sine giving a somewhat better angle distribution.
The effectiveness of various numbers of smoothing passes on dihedral angle distribution for this case is shown in Table 12 for the maxmin sine criterion. Two optimization passes give nearly all the improvement that is possible. For comparison, the two-dimensional version of this algorithm typically requires one to two optimization passes to improve meshes of reasonable quality [SI. The required for this case than for the random meshes is that the distribution of points is far better initially, resulting in less overall point movement. Table 13 shows the improvement in mesh quality achieved for each of the three application meshes. For all three cases, mesh quality is improved significantly. The final mesh quality differs dramatically among the three cases, because of the initial topology and point distribution of the meshes. For example, the M6 wing mesh began with a very large number of poor dihedral angles in adjacent tetrahedra. While smoothing improved many tetrahedra, some could not be improved without making a neighboring cell worse, and so no improvement was made.
This clustering of bad tetrahedra is a common occurrence in our final meshes, with the worst cells often sharing vertices, edges, or even faces. Figures 3 and 4 show surface wireframes for the t-fired boiler and tire incinerator, along with the worst tetrahedra-those with dihedral angles less than loo or greater than 160". For the t-fired boiler, these tetrahedra fall primarily into a single clump along an corner of the geometry. concentration of poor-quality tetrahedra. Further work is needed to improve quality in difficult cases such as these in which boundary constraints or clustering prevents the improvement of poorly shaped elements.
5.
Conclusions
In this article we compared combinations of mesh swapping and mesh smoothing techniques used to improve the quality of tetrahedral meshes. We showed that each mechanism fails to give high-quality meshes when used individually. That is, all combinations of swapping using in-sphere and minmax quality criteria fail to remove very small and very large angles. Both Laplacian and optimization-based smoothing techniques fail to improve the general distribution of angles because they cannot change local mesh connectivity. However, we showed for five test cases that the cumulative improvement obtained when combining in-sphere and minmax swapping followed by optimization-based smoothing results in very high quality meshes. Of the smoothing criteria considered here, we found that the maxmin sine quality measure was the most effective in eliminating both small and large angles. In addition, we presented evidence that the remaining poor-quality tetrahedra could not be improved by our current methods because these tetrahedra tend to be clustered together. In this situation, swapping fails because local reconnection is not legal, and smoothing fails because improving one tetrahedron reduces the quality of a neighbor. Several enhancements are being incorporated into the mesh improvement software to increase its effectiveness and efficiency. Our current software uses mesh smoothing to improve the quality of the volume mesh once the surface mesh has been generated. We plan to add surface mesh-smoothing capabilities to the optimization-based algorithm by incorporating additional constraints to bind the free vertex to the boundary surfaces. We are also interested in examining optimization-based smoothing with other measures including aspect ratio and solid angles and in developing smoothing measures appropriate for use on anisotropic meshes. Finally, we intend to investigate the use of more sophisticated local reconnection algorithms, such as that of Joe 1111, and various other swapping criteria, including swapping to maximize the minimum sine of dihedral This software is currently being incorporated into the SUMAA3d [12] and GRUMMP projects at Argonne National Laboratory, which will provide an integrated framework for parallel unstructured mesh applications. Therefore we are working to develop parallel algorithms similar to the framework given previously [8] for three-dimensional mesh smoothing and face swapping methods.
